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POINTS of MEASURE.com

SERVICES

TECHNICAL PACKAGES

TECHNICAL SKETCHES

CUSTOMIZED EDUCATION

REPEAT PRINTS & GRAPHICS

TRIM ARTWORK

FASHION ILLUSTRATION

1:1 TRAINING

DESIGN CONSULTING

CUSTOM DIE CUT ARTWORK



POINTS of MEASURE.com

PRICING

TECHNICAL PACKAGES
PACKAGE DESCRIPTION PRICE LEAD TIME

BASIC

FULL
SERVICE

30 DAYS

30 DAYS

$750

$1,200

Includes design services, cover page, technical 

sketches, construction callouts, and base size spec 

page with POM.

Includes design services, cover page, technical 

sketches, construction callouts, graded spec page

with POM, BOM page, colorway sheet, and first

prototype review page for base size.

TECHNICAL SKETCHES
PACKAGE DESCRIPTION PRICE LEAD TIME

BASIC BLACK 
& WHITE

COLORED

3 DAYS

3 DAYS

$50

$75

3 DAYS$100

Construction accurate, detailed, black and white

technical sketch. Includes front and back of one

garment.

Construction accurate, detailed, colored technical

sketch. Includes front and back of one garment.

Construction accurate, detailed, printed or with

graphic technical sketch. Includes front and back 

of one garment. Does not include creation of a

print or graphic.

PRINT OR
GRAPHIC

Included in the price of almost every service is unlimited revisions, any file type, and a 

commercial license. Please see the respective service page for details. Educational 

materials may not be shared and remain the intellectual property of Points of Measure. 

You can view a more detailed description for each of my services on my website. If you have 

any further questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out! This price guide is effective 

from 1/1/2019 through 12/31/2019, but may be subject to changes. If you have a request 

outside of the scope of these services please feel free to send me a message to discuss the 

details of your project. I can’t wait to work with you! 
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PRICING

REPEAT PRINTS & GRAPHICS
PACKAGE DESCRIPTION PRICE LEAD TIME

BASIC 3 DAYS$50

Basic 1-2 element designs such as a striped print

or basic graphic.

SIMPLE 7 DAYS$100

Simple design up to 5 elements such as a plaid

print or simple graphic.

INTRICATE 14 DAYS$350

Intricate 10+ element design such as a floral print

or intricate graphic.

CUSTOMIZED EDUCATION
PACKAGE DESCRIPTION PRICE LEAD TIME

ONE PAGE

PDF 
BOOKLET

7 DAYS

14 DAYS

$150

$300

30 DAYS$450

One page document covering one topic of your

choice.

5 page PDF booklet covering one topic of your

choice.

5 part video series covering one topic of your

choice. Hosted on YouTube as a private series.PRIVATE 
VIDEO SERIES

TRIM ARTWORK
PACKAGE DESCRIPTION PRICE LEAD TIME

FACTORY 
READY

TRIM SPECS
14 DAYS$250

One page document with to scale trim drawing.

Includes specs, materials callouts, and color.
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CUSTOM DIE CUT ARTWORK
PACKAGE DESCRIPTION PRICE LEAD TIME

BASIC 3 DAYS$50
Basic 1-2 element designs such as a striped print

or basic graphic.

SIMPLE 7 DAYS$100
Simple design up to 5 elements such as a plaid

print or simple graphic.

INTRICATE 14 DAYS$350
Intricate 10+ element design such as a floral print

or intricate graphic.

FASHION ILLUSTRATION
PACKAGE DESCRIPTION PRICE LEAD TIME

COLOR

BLACK & 
WHITE

7 DAYS

14 DAYS

Black and white fashion illustration in either digital

or hand drawn form. Choose from a selection of

styles.

Colored or printed fashion illustration in either 

digital or hand drawn form. Choose from a 

selection of styles.

$150 DIGITAL

$350 HAND 

         DRAWN

$250 DIGITAL

$450 HAND 

         DRAWN

1:1 TRAINING
PACKAGE DESCRIPTION PRICE LEAD TIME

HOURLY 14 DAYS$100/hr

One-on-one sessions by the hour on a topic of

your choosing. Materials for the session are also

charged by the hour for their creation.

DESIGN CONSULTING
PACKAGE DESCRIPTION PRICE LEAD TIME

HOURLY 14 DAYS$100/hr

Design consulting for your garment or accessory.

Ask questions about design, fit, materials, factory,

and more.
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BOOKING

REQUIREMENTS

Fill out the inquiry form for the respective service you 
are interested in. You will receive a complimentary 
quote and details about the design process specific to
the service you’re interested in, in response.

Once the quote is approved, a 50% non-refundable
retainer is required to secure your spot on my design
calendar.

You will be sent a “Client Agreement” that must be
signed before your spot on the calendar is confirmed.

Your project will begin on the agreed upon start date.
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thank you for your interest 
& 

I can’t wait to hear from you


